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Compatibility Report

Kim and Kanye

Introduction: Relationship Analysis

This report integrates all the astrological parameters used by professional
astrologers in their comparative studies of a couple's charts, also known as
synastry, and uses a comprehensive methodology based on compatibility
calculation: we compute the outcome of all the possible combinations
existing between two charts and we establish a conjugal index, an affective
index, a physical index for the couple's compatibility, and a communication
index.

The programme takes eleven major and minor aspects into account, weighing
with accuracy formulas for each aspect and rulership. It also analyzes fifteen
astrological items (planets and angles, Chiron, Lilith and the Lunar Nodes
axis). All the above factors are used for the study of couples and the
assessment of our four compatibility ratings or indexes:

The conjugal index
describes the essence of the relationship in view of a marital relationship. It
explains the basis and the structure of the link. It is the most important
element among the four series of information that are provided here.

The affective index
describes the strength of the sentimental components; it is one of the
elements of the relationship structure.

The physical index
gives an idea of the sexual attraction. It indicates only a tendency and you
must bear in mind that this very subtle kind of forces may not always express
themselves in a constantly equal way, but that they may vary significantly
according to other modes of exchange.

The communication index
describes the easy flow of your exchanges, regardless of any affective and
physical context. It provides additional and interesting information and may
be a binding and amplifying agent among other modes of exchange.
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These four indexes or ratings are given a grade between 0% and 100%.

What is the concrete meaning of these ratings? They indicate the smoothness
of exchanges between two persons and not the quality of their love. Indeed,
both partners retain their own choices, their relationship problems or their
peculiarities: therefore, it is possible to get ratings nearing 100% although the
relationship does not have a positive outcome. Please, never forget a few
obvious rules and facts such as in the following examples:

● everyone has one's own character and, for instance, if someone has a
predisposition for a belated marriage, an encounter at the age of 18 with
a compatible person does not necessarily result into a marriage or a
relationship, even if the rating is very high.

● each life goes through very different periods. We may not be available
for amorous relationships because we are already involved in a couple or
because our state of mind is not conducive enough etc. Therefore,
meetings with persons with whom ratings are very high do not
necessarily result into a relationship.

● some couples may have quite low ratings; this does not mean
unhappiness or problems in the relationship. A conjugal rating of 35% or
40% is absolutely not incompatible with a life-long relationship. The
ratings cannot really give information on the intensity of your
relationship, which defies these types of criteria. We underline again
that we are dealing here with smoothness and not with quality and that
two persons with an index of 30% or even 10%, will not experience an
"inferior" quality of love, compared to a couple with an index of 80%:
the difference probably comes from the fact that they will need to put a
lot of energy and efforts in the relationship in order to enhance it and to
make it last.

Please, do bear in mind that these figures represent a tendency and not a final
verdict, because of all the factors we have just explained.

This report describes in detail the characteristics of your couple's
relationship, sorted out in order of importance. They are arranged in two
chapters, the first one deals with the relationship from an amorous perspective
only, while the second chapter deals with its human aspect, not specifically
amorous, which is the communication plane; of course, both parts are linked
to each other since the relationship forms a whole. Read them once again, you
will most probably be amazed and you will see for yourself how accurate they
are. However, please bear in mind that a human relationship is complex and
may contain contradictions, which our report cannot highlight, for obvious
reasons: indeed, the synthesis of the compatibility indexes with their texts is
the only tool that allows to understand properly your couple's relationship.
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Your four compatibility indexes are provided with a comment regarding their
values.
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Your Astrological Parameters
Kim, born October 21, 1980, at 10:46 AM, Los Angeles (Los Angeles),
California [118.14W ; 34.03N]

Natal Planets In Kanye's * Natal Houses (Placidus)

Sun 28°29'  Libra  House 4  House 1 13°45' Sagittarius

Moon 28°09'  Pisces  House 9  House 2 16°24' Capricorn

Mercury 19°48'  Scorpio  House 5  House 3 23°03' Aquarius

Venus 19°36'  Virgo  House 3  House 4 28°27' Pisces

Mars 6°48'  Sagittarius  House 5  House 5 28°07' Aries

Jupiter 28°52'  Virgo  House 3  House 6 22°21' Taurus

Saturn 3°41'  Libra  House 4  House 7 13°45' Gemini

Uranus 24°12'  Scorpio  House 5  House 8 16°24' Cancer

Neptune 20°35'  Sagittarius  House 6  House 9 23°03' Leo

Pluto 21°58'  Libra  House 4  House 10 28°27' Virgo

Node 17°33' R Leo  House 2  House 11 28°07' Libra

Lilith 29°49' R Libra  House 4  House 12 22°21' Scorpio

Chiron 16°41' R Taurus  House 11

Kanye, born June 8, 1977, at 08:45 AM, Atlanta (Fulton), Georgia [84.23W ;
33.44N]

Natal Planets In Kim's * Natal Houses (Placidus)

Sun 17°36'  Gemini  House 7  House 1 18°00' Cancer

Moon 16°26'  Pisces  House 3  House 2 9°30' Leo

Mercury 26°17'  Taurus  House 6  House 3 4°01' Virgo

Venus 2°02'  Taurus  House 5  House 4 3°59' Libra

Mars 1°47'  Taurus  House 5  House 5 9°24' Scorpio

Jupiter 14°36'  Gemini  House 7  House 6 15°41' Sagittarius

Saturn 12°48'  Leo  House 8  House 7 18°00' Capricorn

Uranus 8°16' R Scorpio  House 11  House 8 9°30' Aquarius

Neptune 14°42' R Sagittarius  House 1  House 9 4°01' Pisces

Pluto 11°27' R Libra  House 10  House 10 3°59' Aries

Node 22°49' R Libra  House 10  House 11 9°24' Taurus

Lilith 24°00' R Taurus  House 6  House 12 15°41' Gemini

Chiron 4°10'  Taurus  House 5

* In keeping with the common practice, we consider that a planet posited within 1 degree of the next house belongs
to that house. We allow an orb of 2 degrees for the ASC and the MC.
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Synastry Chart

Kim, born October 21, 1980, at 10:46 AM, Los Angeles (Los Angeles),
California [118.14W ; 34.03N]

and

Kanye, born June 8, 1977, at 08:45 AM, Atlanta (Fulton), Georgia [84.23W ;
33.44N]

N.B: in synastry, most oppositions - in red in your chart - are positive and beneficial for the
couple when the planets involved are of a compatible nature; our report takes this principle
into account.

Caption

Conjunction

Opposition and Square

Trine and Sextile

Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate

Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile

Inconjunct
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Natal Chart

Kim, born October 21, 1980, at 10:46 AM, Los Angeles (Los Angeles),
California [118.14W ; 34.03N]

Caption

Conjunction

Opposition and Square

Trine and Sextile

Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate

Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile

Inconjunct
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Natal Chart

Kanye, born June 8, 1977, at 08:45 AM, Atlanta (Fulton), Georgia [84.23W ;
33.44N]

Caption

Conjunction

Opposition and Square

Trine and Sextile

Semi-square and Sesqui-quadrate

Semi-sextile, Quintile and Bi-quintile

Inconjunct
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Your Relationship and Your Indexes

Caption

                     Essential and crucial characteristics

                     Active and often noticeable elements

                     Quite important elements

                     Secondary yet non-negligible elements

                     Quite insignificant interpersonal elements

Love Characteristics

Your Strong Points

Conciliation aspect Venus Moon, Strength: 61.6

Mood and tenderness are coupled in order to bring the two of you together
and to provide both of you with the pleasure of being together. Kanye
naturally uses her good humour to create a serene, light and amusing
atmosphere and Kim easily expresses her entire affection to Kanye. Living
together is pleasant and you happily share cultural interests and
entertainments. Life together is harmonious and the relationship is easy on a
daily basis, almost too easy, if something negative were to be added! There is
nothing you can complain about, so enjoy these soothing exchanges, you
won't be sorry for it.

Conciliation aspect Sun Venus, Strength: 41.9

Affective compatibility and harmony prevail within your couple. Both of you
are happy to be available for the other one. Kim encourages Kanye to give of
her best while respecting her sensitivity, her emotions and her aesthetical
sense, and Kanye strives to make life easier and more pleasant for Kim. This
mutual understanding is a factor of fulfilment and satisfaction for your couple.
Therefore, you find it very natural to get together as often as possible and to
share your numerous common areas of interest.

Conciliation aspect Venus AS, Strength: 23.2

Both of you immediately feel the pleasure of being together. Kim irresistibly
attracts Kanye who falls under her spell straight away. Your amorous
attachment is obvious and both of you are aware that you have the same
feeling of mutual gratitude. Therefore, you emotionally identify yourself with
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your partner. One of the consequences of your relationship's nice
characteristic is that the partner who pays the most importance to physical
aspects can help the other one evolve aesthetically or find the best style or the
best look!

The texts following this sub-chapter describe characteristics having a lesser
importance in your relationship: we strongly recommend that you go through
them later, for instance when you have the time read it again with deep
attention.

Conciliation aspect Pluto Moon, Strength: 17.2

It is likely that your relationship is very intense, even mesmerizing, because of
Kim's arousal powers over Kanye. There is a strong polarity that creates a flow
of attraction between you, with Kim's personality naturally and deeply
influencing Kanye. It is often the sign of an important sexual exchange, the
sources of which are buried deep down in you. They are instinctive forces that
do not flow through rational or sentimental channels but that are expressed in
the physical body, irresistibly. Kim will immediately pick up Kanye's mood
and character and she will know how to take advantage of them, in most
cases, for the sake of your common well being.

Conciliation aspect Pluto Sun, Strength: 13.9

There is an obvious and mutual need for deep transformation between you. If
each of you is open to important self-questionings, your relationship promises
to be intense: an almost innate understanding, as well as emotional and
sexual compatibility are likely to settle in. Kanye is under the spell and wants
to help Kim to gain confidence in her own capacity for self-expression, while
in return, Kim tremendously admires Kanye's determination and her radiance
and encourages its revival in order to start anew. Kim plays a sort of catalyst
role for a remarkable evolution of your couple and she deeply influences the
future of your relationship.

Conciliation aspect Mars Neptune, Strength: 10.7

The association of water with fire is usually impossible, but in this case, it
may prove harmonious in the sense that Kanye's sensitivity and kindness
allow Kim's capacity of action to be expressed to the fullest. Actually, you are
"compatible" and Kim's dynamic attitude balances Kanye's idealistic and
passive sides. On the physical plane also, harmony is likely to settle in, Kim
being the relationship's mobile and active pole, and Kanye expressing her
charm, compassion and seductive power.

Your Weak Points
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Tension aspect Venus Sun, Strength: 50.0

Despite the attraction that may prevail between you, the relationship can be
frustrating because both of you hope to find what you need in the other one,
although your expectations and the expressions of your feelings are different:
there is a danger that both of you are disappointed by your respective
attitudes. Kanye tends to dominate Kim who seems to her heedless and lazy,
and Kim may feel undermined by Kanye's selfishness and authoritarianism.
However, if both of you manage to make the necessary concessions in order
to iron out all your differences, your relationship will overcome all possible
tensions and obstacles.

Tension aspect Neptune Moon, Strength: 24.1

There is a strong attraction between you but, oddly enough, it is not easily
expressed. Fleeting feelings of doubt or even of anxiety may arise. They are
quite vague and cannot harm the quality of your relationship. However,
Kanye may be troubled by Kim's character fluctuations while Kim may not
easily understand Kanye's mood swings. Both of you have a receptivity a bit
out of touch and Kanye's imagination, humour and good mood cannot
immediately reach Kim's affectivity and idealism. Each of you may be spaced
out in your respective realms, but you do not quarrel and there are no negative
consequences.

The texts following this sub-chapter describe characteristics having a lesser
importance in your relationship: we strongly recommend that you go through
them later, for instance when you have the time read it again with deep
attention.

Tension aspect Moon Saturn, Strength: 7.0

This is a serious warning for caution. It is likely that in the course of time,
sometimes quite rapidly, communication gets bogged down. Kim may be
frustrated by Kanye's lack of warmth and in return, Kanye may be irritated by
Kim's lack of seriousness. The danger is present, clear and tangible, and both
of you must put in a lot of effort in order to adjust to each other. Kim often
feels that Kanye's judgement is harsh, that she is too disciplined, too tidy and
too interested, while Kanye deplores Kim's lightness and triviality. If you
really love each other, with time, you can overcome your differences but you
must not allow time to wear out the excitement of the first moments. The ball
is in your court...

Tension aspect Venus Jupiter, Strength: 6.6

You feel a lot of affection for each other, but both of you sometimes display an
excess of kindness. Kanye may be extravagant or too lenient and Kim may
seem frivolous or arouse Kanye's jealousy. In all cases, there is nothing really
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preoccupying, only too much confidence and leniency on both sides. Kim
may also be possessive while Kanye may under-estimate the minimal effort
she must make in order to have a more harmonious relationship.

Tension aspect Venus Neptune, Strength: 6.6

You have difficulties in connecting to each other on the affective plane,
although both of you are willing to do so. It seems that you are both
overwhelmed by doubts regarding the genuineness of your love surges. You
are also doubtful of your partner and often, when you express your affection or
your tenderness, you feel that you are missing the point and that you don't
reach your partner's soul intensely enough. Kanye strives to show more clarity
and precision regarding her intents, in order to dispel vagueness. Besides,
everything plays out in a confused, almost indefinable way, but without
violence, and more importantly, without harming the duration of your
relationship.

Communication Characteristics

Your Strong Points

Conciliation aspect Mercury Moon, Strength: 67.5

You are so lucky: Kim instantly and almost magnetically understands Kanye's
mood and can communicate with the right words, in the simplest and most
natural way. Kanye can rejoice that her sensitivity is instinctively perceived by
Kim. This type of communication is excellent for all forms of cooperation, far
beyond the amorous relationship. Kanye's imagination and mood influence
Kim's intellectual inspiration and the sole fact that you are together
constitutes the perfect stimulation. Kanye appreciates Kim's brilliant mind
and communication is strengthened and enriched for both of you.

This aspect is found in both partner's charts. Therefore, the description of the
above paragraph constitutes one of the major features of your exchanges.

Conciliation aspect Sun Mars, Strength: 41.4

This aspect brings a lot of energy within your couple; each partner feels
boosted by the presence of the other one and both of you can better reach
your objectives. You encourage each other, you assert yourselves more
positively and you enjoy practicing a professional or sports activity together.
Kim encourages Kanye to behave with more self-confidence while Kanye
prompts Kim to take action more often. This spontaneous relationship,
devoid of inhibition on both sides, also translates into great physical
attraction. Although Kanye may try to dominate Kim, your common desires
will always be strongly stimulated in your couple.
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Conciliation aspect Moon MC, Strength: 38.2

Kim instinctively understands Kanye's major objectives and she helps Kanye
achieve them. Kanye finds in Kim all the support and the warmth she needs in
order to believe in her own capacities. Kim is often behind Kanye's meetings
with an audience or with external supports, within the circle of your friends or
your customers, if you work together in the same company. Kanye's
reputation and fame are shown in a flattering light when Kim stands by her
side. This excellent sign of shared ambitions and objectives may also greatly
contribute to your couple's harmony and further its integration within your
respective entourages.

Conciliation aspect Jupiter Mercury, Strength: 35.2

Intellectual and professional cooperation has every chance to be efficient and
warm. Kanye's nimble, nervous and quick side perfectly matches Kim's
experience, charisma and wisdom, at least, this is the way both of you feel it.
Whether as professional partners, or as a couple, it is certain that your
relationship flows smoothly and that it enriches both of you. Kim's tolerance
and benevolence go along well with Kanye's mental skills and creativity. You
can share a great number of centres of interest and your association is a very
beneficial one.

Conciliation aspect Neptune Sun, Strength: 32.0

You certainly have the feeling that you are experiencing a privileged and
mystical relationship where both of you share the same spiritual values. Each
partner is idealized and your feelings are stamped with great romanticism.
Kim deeply values Kanye's brilliant abilities and helps her express herself with
more sensitivity and develop her intuition. Kanye welcomes Kim's adoration
and, in return, she encourages Kim to give concrete expression to her dreams
through increased creativity. You enjoy participating in artistic activities
where each of you can improve at the other one's contact.

Conciliation aspect AS Sun, Strength: 31.1

Mutual sympathy and closeness develop instantly between you. You often
have the same reactions, and this fact brings about a feeling of familiarity that
may create a very tight bond. Your instinctive trust in the other one facilitates
your exchanges and you are mutually encouraged to project your best image
and to increase your self-confidence. Each of you find your place within your
couple and, without rivalry, you can cooperate with a view to achieve a
common task.
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Conciliation aspect AS Neptune, Strength: 30.5

The relationship may appear to both of you to be marvellous and ideal,
straight away. Magic seems to prevail, you both feel that you are living
something unique and that you have found your soul mate. Understanding is
innate, almost intuitive. Kanye encourages Kim to develop her imagination
and her spirituality, while Kim helps Kanye to better formulate her mystical
vision of things. In your relationship, the danger may lie in a tendency to
over-idealize the partner and to create illusions.

Conciliation aspect Mercury AS, Strength: 28.4

Your relationship is intellectually very stimulating, with each partner
positively influencing the other one's personality and thoughts. Kim gives
ideas to Kanye so that she can express herself better, while Kanye encourages
Kim to take action and to implement her own theoretical representations.
This capacity to communicate helps alleviate any possible difficulties and
allows you to pursue together this positive association of thought and action.

Conciliation aspect MC Mercury, Strength: 24.0

Kanye easily understands Kim's objectives and this is an excellent agent for
closeness. Exchanges flow smoothly between you and if, for instance, you
share a business or if you work together, Kim will benefit from Kanye's
ingeniousness and her sense of communication. Kanye puts her entire
intelligence at the service of Kim's career or destiny. In a couple, this type of
link tremendously contributes to the development of your common projects,
even if Kim is the person who benefits most from Kanye's excellent ideas.

Conciliation aspect Uranus Mercury, Strength: 23.4

So many mutual intellectual and nervous stimulations! It is certain that there
can be no boredom when you are together. One of the partner's original ideas
and style of personality arouse the interest and the curiosity of the other one.
Your exchanges are continuously lively and almost telepathic! Swiftness
prevails and reactions are quick. You can spend hours shifting from one topic
to the next, both of you being carried away by innovative ideas or off the
beaten path concepts, irresistibly engrossed in bright, endless, verbal and
mental jousts. Your shared mental activities stir up your creativity with
dazzling ideas sprouting all over. They make you evolve in such exquisitely
original ways.

Conciliation aspect AS Jupiter, Strength: 21.5

Being together provides you with a lot of happiness and good mood. Your
common interests go beyond your daily life setting and your pleasant
exchanges deal with ideas and values related to culture, religion, ethics or
education. Kanye greatly helps Kim enhance her personal image and her
spiritual development, while Kim encourages Kanye to put her own beliefs
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into practice and to socialize more. A nice confiding rapport that favours life
together will settle in between you, before long.

The texts following this sub-chapter describe characteristics having a lesser
importance in your relationship: we strongly recommend that you go through
them later, for instance when you have the time read it again with deep
attention.

Conciliation aspect AS Saturn, Strength: 20.3

You feel that each of you can be of benefit to the other one and that you can
build a steady and enduring relationship even if it requires some time because
it is difficult for both of you to grant your confidence and to open up straight
away. Kanye has a father-like attitude, protective and educative. She secretly
wants to resemble Kim, in whom she finds all the help she needs to develop
the qualities she is lacking. Your relationship is deep and reassuring for your
couple but it also proves excellent in the professional plane.

Conciliation aspect Saturn MC, Strength: 20.3

Kim is particularly demanding and pernickety about Kanye's objectives but
she earnestly and persistently supports Kanye's ambitions. Step by step, Kim
teaches Kanye to make long-lasting efforts in order to achieve success. Kanye
quickly understands that, although Kim may appear as a wet blanket, it is for
her own good and therefore, she admires Kim and readily accepts her
unfailing support. Kim is somehow the power behind the throne in your
tandem or in your couple.

Conciliation aspect Mars MC, Strength: 19.9

You stimulate each other and your efficient cooperation is wonderful: Kim's
entire energy and effort blend perfectly well with Kanye's objectives, which
fully benefit from this dynamic support. Kim's actions and demands vis-à-vis
Kanye positively impact on the latter's career or even destiny, in a concrete
and significant way. In a couple, this nice combination allows you to achieve
your goals through your joint efforts. Your personalities are appropriate and
complementary and yield results that particularly benefit Kanye's personal
interests.

Conciliation aspect Jupiter MC, Strength: 17.4

This excellent combination allows Kanye to benefit from Kim's unconditional
support and benevolence and to discover new social circles, or to achieve her
human or professional objectives. Therefore, Kanye improves her own social
status and will spare no effort in order to favour Kim's position and to
encourage her self-confidence. This is a sign of strong protection from Kim to
Kanye who, in return, will play an important role in the development of Kim's
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abilities to display her own assets in your joint projects.

Conciliation aspect Mercury Mercury, Strength: 9.8

Your thoughts are always in phase, they are identical or, even better,
complementary. It is an on-going renewed pleasure for both of you to talk, to
reinvent the world, to weigh the alertness of your minds, and to exchange
ideas, till your thirst is quenched. You share a very great number of centres of
interest. You are able, not only to share many entertaining activities, but also
to work together most efficiently and in a pleasant atmosphere. Learning,
understanding and communicating are the major assets of your relationship.

Conciliation aspect AS Pluto, Strength: 8.3

Your bond is instinctive and brings about a very subtle, sensitive and sensual
communication that is able to arouse very powerful feelings on both sides.
You encourage each other to improve yourselves: Kanye helps Kim gain
awareness about the necessity to question herself and to develop her own
priorities, while Kim strongly boosts Kanye's psychical energy. You can
experience a great, intense and exclusive passion. However, Kanye tends to
dominate and control Kim who may develop a sort of dependency that,
strangely enough, will be well accepted because the relationship is such a
harmonious one.

Your Weak Points

Tension aspect AS Moon, Strength: 48.1

You do not really share the same approach to cooperation in a couple and
both of you may have difficulties in understanding the other one's reactions.
Kim, who wishes Kanye were less sedentary, may be irritated by her excessive
attachment to life principles and habits, whereas Kanye disapproves of Kim's
impulsive way of expressing herself. Therefore, conflicts may crop up about
domestic matters or children's education.

The texts following this sub-chapter describe characteristics having a lesser
importance in your relationship: we strongly recommend that you go through
them later, for instance when you have the time read it again with deep
attention.

Tension aspect Pluto AS, Strength: 7.1

Kim's evolution is more significant within the couple and she urges Kanye to
question herself in order to totally transform her personality. Kim forcefully
controls Kanye, using subtle affective blackmail and exploiting Kanye's
weaknesses. The danger may be to destroy Kanye's trust and, as a
consequence, to have her dependency reinforced. Then, power struggles
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prevail. Kanye will try to fight to protect her individuality or she may prefer to
run away from a person who is definitely too domineering and jealous. Sorrow
and wounds take the place of the passion of the first days.

Potential Mutual Influences

When we compare two astrological themes, in addition to the blatant and
directly active relations that were delineated above, there is a number of
potentialities which describe secondary mutual influences playing out in
different life areas: they are not visible at once, as their effect is not direct, but
they shed complementary light which fine-tunes certain attitudes between two
persons. Indeed, in the long run, these different energies play out in a more
noticeable way and will contribute to the relationship's richness and
complexity. We analyze them here in ten short chapters addressing each of
the ten types of energy involved. Please, keep in mind that they will not be
understood and felt until the relationship has matured.

Your Mutual Encouragements

Kim may play the role of a guide and a protector towards Kanye. From
Kanye's viewpoint, Kim's charisma and influence contribute to bring about  a
feeling of security, which helps Kanye get rid of her inhibitions. The subtle
nature of this tie usually manifests early in life or very late.

This excellent configuration contributes to forging a strong and active tie
where communication is constant and lively. In general, Kanye is the driving
force in your relationship and, provided that her attitude is not too insistent
and domineering, your couple acquires an undeniable asset that is often
found in married persons' charts.

Your Mutual Influence When Facing External Events

Kim appreciates Kanye's moral and spiritual conceptions and provides her
with warmth and support in these areas. Sometimes, Kim's presence has a
pleasant stimulating effect on cultural or initiatory travels. However, in some
rare cases, differing viewpoints caused by Kim's instability may spoil your
intellectual exchanges.

Kim's ideas and intellectual conceptions fascinate Kanye who contributes to
actively enrich them with her imagination. Kanye's presence by Kim's side
favours movement in general: contacts and short trips are facilitated. If, in
addition, there is any kind of teacher-student relationship between you,
communication becomes even more pleasant.
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Your Mutual Stimulations in the Field of Communication

You exchange numerous ideas on children's education and leisure: sports,
pleasure trips, outings or celebrations among friends, literary or artistic
creation. All these activities describe the possible various nice facets of your
relationship, with Kim as the driving force for this type of exchanges between
you.

Your working methods, and more generally, Kim's daily lifestyle, are strongly
influenced by Kanye's ideas. Kanye will not rest until she fully demonstrates
her usefulness, her rapid efficiency and, in general, her multiple talents.

Your Reciprocal Abilities for Creating Harmony

Communication and affective understanding are favoured within your couple.
Kim encourages Kanye to express herself in a more eloquent and refined way,
while Kanye helps Kim to exteriorize her thoughts and to overcome her
touchiness and lightness. The relationship is likely to be exempt of
misunderstanding because both of you show so much mutual
open-mindedness, warmth and sincerity.

You are united by a very strong sentimental and sensual bond and you want to
share increasingly pleasant moments, either in intimacy or with friends, at
home or outside... Everything draws you to each other and everything is a
pretext to play around. Kim is lost in admiration and encourages Kanye to
express her creativity and her numerous qualities, while Kanye, in return,
offers her warmth and generosity to Kim. This mutual stimulation is
tremendously beneficial for both of you.

Your Mutual Stimulations in the Field of Action

There is often a strong physical attraction between you; usually, it does not
take long before Kim lets Kanye know it, sometimes with great impatience.
Then, Kanye reacts either with good humour, or with irritability, if Kim has
been too insistent... Besides, Kim may encourage Kanye to express her
creativity without restraint or even, her desire to have children. Both of you
enjoy sharing sports activities that imply some degree of competition.

This characteristic is found in both of you. Thus, it is particularly typical of
your relationship.

Your Assets, Protections and Abilities for Success

Kim's maturity and experience rapidly offer Kanye the possibility to enlarge
her knowledge and, in an atmosphere of sympathy and trust, to fill her
shortcomings in the field of studies or in dealing with others. Kim may tend to
exaggerate, which brings about a few misjudgements, and it will be Kanye's
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turn to make allowances and to retain only the meaningful parts of Kim's
remarks.

This sign of happy association between you is often found in married couple's
charts. Kanye's fame and charisma efficiently contribute to enlarging the
circle of your friendly or professional relationships and in the long run, they
endow your relationship with longevity.

Lessons Drawn From Experience and Your Responsibilities

Some sort of parent-child relation is to be feared here, in the sense that Kim
tends to play a too protective and considerate role towards Kanye who may
feel really oppressed, at times. In compensation, it is undeniable that, despite
some rigidity in her expression, Kim offers her experience and wisdom to
Kanye, so that Kanye can mature more rapidly.

Kanye is like a radar, peering into the depths of Kim's subconscious, and she
cannot help underlining Kim's weaknesses and vulnerabilities, which
inevitably weakens your relationship, unless this way of doing is accepted
without revolt. It remains that durability is your challenge because Kim must
learn patience and tolerance in many circumstances, while Kanye tends to
press down with all her weight, with austere and quite harsh judgements
against Kim.

How You Motivate Each Other and the Impact on Your
Uniqueness

A strong and sudden attraction probably threw you into each other's arms.
You are living a very enriching relationship which favours your inventive and
out of the ordinary activities. Kim takes on the role of the eccentric teacher
who wants to stimulate Kanye's imagination and intuition and encourages her
to develop her abilities and to fully exploit her creativity that is ready to be
freely expressed.

A genuine friendship unites you - in addition to other more intimate ties
existing between you, of course - and both of you evolve in a spirit of mutual
respect and tolerance, without ever trying to impose yourself. You always
encourage each other to show more independence in your words and your
actions. Kanye's dynamic personality prompts Kim to take increasing risks
and to instil more originality into her projects. Your very unusual relationship
may lead you to commit yourselves in joint humanitarian or collective actions.

Idealism, Compassion and Euphoria

Kanye's efficiency and working methods are challenged by Kim's tendency to
wrap things up in appeasing but sometimes muddled or confuse ways. Stick
to your direction and keep your feet on the ground because Kanye will need
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pragmatism in your professional exchanges or when you implement concrete
projects together: retain all the positive aspects of your partner's idealistic
attitude, and all will be fine!

Straight away, the relationship may appear as marvellous and ideal to both of
you. Magic prevails and you both feel that you are living something unique
and that you have found your soul mate. Understanding is innate, almost
intuitive. Kanye encourages Kim to develop her imagination and her
spirituality, while Kim helps Kanye to better formulate her mystical vision of
things. In your relationship, the danger lies in a tendency to over-idealize the
partner and to create illusions.

Awareness Gaining and Transformation Factors

The atmosphere of your relationship may be disrupted by the blend of
fascination, attraction and fear that Kanye feels in Kim's presence.
Psychologically speaking, it is undeniable that Kim holds irresistible sway
over Kanye, and as an indirect consequence, there is no problem within your
relationship!

Whether you like it or not, there are power struggles between you. Kanye's
influence, authority and power can favourably and irresistibly transform Kim's
destiny. Kanye may be extremely demanding and appear as a mysterious and
fascinating figure to Kim. Indeed, Kim feels a hidden and charismatic
authority in Kanye. All this makes your couple all the more steady. It seldom
occurs in real life, however, there is a danger that Kanye's domineering
influence upsets Kim because its expression is too harsh, or only because Kim
feels that it undermines her freedom.
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Indexes and Couple's Diagnosis

Conjugal index 58%

Affective index 53%

Physical index 47%

Communication index 65%

                       Con.       Aff.        Phy.      Com.

Your relationship is a challenge both of you can take up
successfully on the condition that you demonstrate willpower,
which you certainly will. Periods of calm are followed by more
turbulent ones. All you need to do is to put a bit of effort into
your relationship in order to adjust to each other, and meet your
divergent needs. You can make a wonderful and lasting couple if
you are really willing to! The challenge for you is realistic with
the condition of having the will and, you'll sure have it. The
periods of calm will leave room to more agitated periods, but it
is just a matter for you two to accept sometimes to bring a little
energy to the relation in order to adapt to each other because
you don't have identical needs. You can form a very beautiful
and lasting couple if you really want it!
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Conclusion
We hope that this Report has shed light on how your relationship works, as
well as on the various aspects of your respective personalities.

There is a point that we deem necessary to underline: in our conclusion, we
want to insist one last time on the meaning of the compatibility ratings; the
marks that quantify your affinities never give an implacable verdict regarding
the quality of your couple's relationship.

Here, we are dealing with the more or less smooth way in which you actually
experience your relationship, and under no circumstances, are we addressing
its beauty or its strength.

For the sceptical ones who do not believe in astrology, we do not resist the
pleasure to quote a few comments by persons of authority in this area. They
are drawn from the excellent book authored by one of the undisputed French
masters, André Barbault, Traité Pratique d'Astrologie (Practical Treatise of
Astrology), published by the Editions du Seuil:

KEPLER: « Twenty years of practical studies have convinced my rebellious
mind of the reality of astrology. »

HENRY MILLER: « Astrology considers man in his wholeness and I believe
that it is essential: man is a comprehensive being. Astrology shows that nature
has its rhythms and that each human being participates in these rhythms... »

C.G. JUNG: « If people whose education leaves a lot to be desired have
thought that they could, until recently, make fun of astrology, considering it
as a pseudo-science dead a long time ago, this astrology, dating back to the
depths of popular wisdom, comes up again at the door of our universities,
which they left three centuries ago. »

SAINT-JEROME: « I remain silent on philosophers, astronomers, astrologers
whose science, very useful for men, is asserted through dogma, explained
through method, justified through experience... »

ARISTOTLE: « This world is linked in a necessary way to the movements of
the superior world. Any power, in our world, is ruled by these movements. »

BALZAC: « Astrology is a huge science that has ruled the most intelligent
minds. »

PIERRE SCHAEFFER: « It seems to me that astrology can, in its way,
through the configurations studied, detect the most secret relationships of
human being's inner life. »
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The list of personalities who are in favour of astrology is increasingly long. It
is clear that, in the 21st century, astrology is gradually given back the place it
used to enjoy, except during the past three centuries: a human discipline that
works well, with its questionings, its research and its evolution, but also with
the mystery over the reasons of its accuracy.

Regarding interpersonal relationships, the debate is quite similar to that of
astrological forecasts. Although fate is not inescapable, it does not allow to
dismiss a great number of peculiar behaviours that everyone finds
astonishing. For instance, instinctive sympathies and antipathies, sometimes
with no apparent cause and lasting for a whole lifetime, remain definitely
mind-boggling.

Astrological rules applied to the comparison between two charts produce a
quick answer because basic incompatibilities exist, in the same manner as fire
does not blend well with water or a journalist's mind does not match a
researcher's because their respective and basic objectives are too different.

Thus, astrology allows to quickly understand what could otherwise be
ascertained after quite a long period of time. Isn't it already one of the
justifications of its practice?

We do think so and we strive to draw information for the benefit of as many
people as possible.

However, do not forget that the results and the explanations provided to you
are only indications and that it is up to you, and to you only, to decide which
path your couple is to follow: the stars incline but they do not compel.
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